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Disclaimer

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any
of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legailiability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade
name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency
thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Abstract
This report discusses the first year of operation of a fuel cell power plant located at

the Sheraton Edison Hotel, Edison. New Jersey. PPL EnergyPlus, LLC installed the plant
under a contract with the Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. A DFC@300 fuel cell,
manufactured by FuelCel1 Energy, Inc. of Danbury, CT was selected for the project.

The fuel cell successfully operated from June 2003 to May 2004. This report
discusses the performance of the plant during this period.
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Introduction
This report covers the first year of operation of a fuel cell power plant, installed

by PPL EnergyPlus, LLC (PPL) under a contract with Starwood Hotels and Resorts
Worldwide, Inc. (Starwood). The fuel cell was installed at Sheraton Edison Hotel in
Edison, New Jersey. The project had the support of the New Jersey Clean Energy
Program and the Department of Energy (DOE). PPL selected FuelCel1 Energy, Inc.
(FCE) and its fuel cell model DFC@300 for the contract.

Grant contributions were fmalized, and a contract between PPL and Starwood for
the manufacture, installation, and first year's maintenance of the fuel cell was executed
on April 16, 2002. As the prime contractor, PPL was responsible for all facets of the
project. All the work was completed by PPL through various subcontracts, including the
primary subcontract with FCE for the manufacture, delivery, and installation of the fuel

cell.
Final installation and field testing was completed in April and May 2003,

respectively. Final acceptance of the fuel cell was completed on June 18,2003. The fuel
cell has operated for more than one year and continues to operate today.
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Executive Summary
Starwood's decision to contract for use ofa fuel cell at the Sheraton Edison

reflects the company's commitment to managing energy costs, exercising environmental
leadership, and leveraging innovative technologies to accomplish its energy and
environmental goals. As a global corporation with a network of over 750 hotels in 79
countries and total 2003 revenues of $4.6 Billion, Starwood's energy and environmental
priorities and initiatives can have significant impacts on its operations. In North America
alone, the company has annual energy costs in excess of $200 million in over 180 hotels.
Starwood's corporate energy managers were interested in finding new energy cost
reduction opportunities that could build on the company's growing reputation for
commitment to energy efficiency and environmental quality while exploring new
technologies. This combination of goals positioned Starwood to value the prospect of
installing a fuel cell as a demonstration project that could deliver financial savings.

PPL EnergyPlus developed the project and H. T. Lyons, a PPL company, was
chosen as the general contractor of the project. PPL and Starwood worked very closely
with NUl - Elizabethtown Gas Company and PSE&G Electric Company of New Jersey.

Groundbreaking was slated for summer of 2002 and installation to be completed
by the end of the year 2002. Two specific situations delayed the groundbreaking. First,
FuelCel1 Energy manufacturing plant experienced a significant fire that delayed the
manufacture of the fuel cell itself. Secondly, it had been determined that the original site
selected by the hotel was not the property of the hotel and therefore unavailable. Another
site had to be chosen. Construction activities actually occurred in March 2003. The fuel
cell received certification of factory acceptance on April 24, 2003 with the first start-up
of the fuel cell occurring on June 9, 2003.

The 250 kW molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) and its balance of plant is
contained in an all-weather container located just outside the hotel on a cement pad in a
fenced-in 30 x 50 foot area in close proximity to the hotel's boiler and electrical rooms.
Excess heat not utilized by the hotel is released through a heat exchanger also located in
the outdoor enclosure. Cables and piping bring power and hot water from the fuel cell
into these interior control areas. The unit's electrical output is fed onto the hotel's main
circuit while the hot water flows from the fuel cell to the hotel through a closed loop
equipped with internal heat exchangers mounted on a custom skid in the boiler room.
Fresh make-up water for the fuel cell's reverse osmosis equipment is piped separately
from the boiler room out to the fuel cell.

The fuel cell operates in parallel with the local electric utility's distribution
system that serves the general area. The interconnection design relies on the grid
protection components that come as standard equipment in the FCE unit design. A
reverse power relay was also required by the local electric utility.

Ultimately, the only substantive approval for the installation was for the parallel
interconnection with the grid, provided by PSE&G. The utility had a well-defined set of
interconnection requirements and procedures for units under 5 MW, and the approval
process went smoothly and caused little delays. The primary liaison with PPL and the
hotel was the utility's account representative. PPL and the hotel report that PSE&G was
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quite supportive of the project. The 60 percent reimbursement of installed costs was made
through the New Jersey Clean Energy Fund, which is in turn funded through utility
contributions.

Final installation and field testing was completed in April and May 2003,
respectively. PPL brought the fuel cell on line in June 2003. Following a month of
troubleshooting, a reasonable capacity factor and some early stage operating difficulties
have marked operations. Final acceptance of the fuel cell was completed on June 18,
2003. The fuel cell has operated for more than one year.
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Experimental

This project did not involve any experimental aspects.
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Results and Discussion
The following is a summary of the first year operating history of a 250 kilowatt FuelCel1
Energy fuel cell installed at the Sheraton Edison Hotel in Edison, New Jersey. The fuel
cell site was constructed in March 2003 and the fuel cell started up in June 2003.

Mean Time Between Failure

The Sheraton Edison fuel cell had several substantial outages during its first year of
operation. The first outage of over 1000 hours occurred in September of 2003 and was
caused when the hotel's main transformer failed causing a long tenn utility outage which
subsequently caused the fuel cell to be taken out of service. This failure was unrelated to
the fuel cell but caused substantial down time until Starwood Hotels, the owner, corrected
the situation. The hotel rented a diesel generator until the situation was resolved. The
use of the generator in parallel with the fuel cell was determined to be potentially unsafe
and so the fuel cell remained unable to operate until full utility power was restored. Two
other substantial outages were caused directly due to the operations of the fuel cell and
included a breakthrough of the carbon bed and a failure of the blower fan in December
2003. A fourth failure occurred in March of 2003 when the gas utility shut down the gas
service to the fuel cell without any notice. This caused the unit to go through an
unplanned shutdown and took significant time to recover.

Of note is also the number of utility caused trips of the fuel cell. Eighteen grid trips
caused the fuel cell to shut down from a short 3 hours to a long 173 hours. PPL and
FuelCell Energy realized that the utility power supply to the hotel was not always smooth
and consistent as demanded by the current relay settings on the fuel cell. Recently, in
2004, steps were taken after discussions with the utility to allow for broader settings of
the relay system on the fuel cell that would allow for fewer trips due to grid disturbances.
The unit has also been modified to allow it to go to hot standby instead of a free cool
when unplanned trips occur. These changes will be monitored in the corning year with an
expectation that the fuel cell should see measurably fewer trips.

The chart below summarizes the fuel cell run time and outages during the flTSt year of
operation from June I, 2003 through May 31, 2004. The fuel cell operated 6183 hours
out of 8760 hours during the period resulting in 71 % availability. The fuel cell was shut
down for 2577 hours or 29% of the period. The majority of reasons for outages were
most likely due to utility grid disturbances.

The mean time between failures (MTBF) is 257.6 hours as shown on the next page.
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Table 1 - Mean Time Between Failures

Shutdown
Start Date
06/04/03
06/11/03
06/19/03
06/26/03
07/25/03
08/14/03
09/01/03
10/21/03
10/30/03
11/03/03
11/10/03
12/02/03
12/18/03
01/16/04
01/25/04
02/23/04
03/02/04
03/11/04
03/14/04
03/23/04
04/06/04
04/19/04
05/02/04
05/11/04

Fuel Cell
Run Hours

75
163
161
699
474
429
146
209
100
158
482
140
258
206
717
185
214
62
171
78
231
141
203
481

~
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

~ Comment
Shutdown startup issues
Shutdown startup issues
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown hotel transformer failure
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown carbon bed breakthrough
Shutdown blower fan failure
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown gas utility supply shutdown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown
Shutdown grid/unknown

6183

Fuel Cell

Shutdown

.!iQ..!:!!!

55

34

13

8

14

7

1052

5

3

7

48

237

445

20

2

10

2

17

42

277

84

173

19

3

MTBF 257.6

A vailabilitv and Caoacitv Factors
Availability factor is a measure of the actual run time of the fuel cell whether at full or
partial power output. There were several issues that effected the availability of the fuel
cell. The most significant was a hotel transformer failure that caused the fuel cell unit to
be unable to operate for the month of September 2003 until the transformer was replaced.
Other general issues included utility grid trips and operational issues with the fuel cell as
discussed above.
The fuel cell was available for greater than 92% of the hours for 6 of the 12 months
during the first year of operation. The overall availability was 71 % for the first year. If
September and December 2003 were removed from the analysis due to the substantial
unforeseen outages, the overall availability of the fuel cell would be 84%. As discussed
above, substantial changes to the relay settings on the fuel cell and an adjustment that
allows the fuel cell to go to hot standby instead of a free cool mode should dramatically
improve availability in the coming year.
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The chart below displays monthly and annual accumulative availability data.

Table 2 - Availability Factor

Capacity factor is a measure of the number of hours of the unit at full possible output.
The capacity factor values generally mimic the availability measures as the outages
caused decreases the capacity factor. The months when the capacity factor was in the
sixty- percent range or less is directly correlated to the substantial hours of outage as
displayed in the MTBF chart above.
A significant step to increase the capacity factor will be the engineering changes to the
fuel cell that prevents the unit from going to free cool mode and instead into a hot
standby mode. When the fuel cell free cools due to an unplanned outage, it takes hours
or even days to bring the power plant to full output. Taking the unit to hot standby will
dramatically decrease the time to ramp the unit to several hours or less.

The chart below illustrates the capacity factor of the unit in the first year.

Table 3 - Capacity Factor
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Cost Parameters

The fuel cell costs were directly affected by operating costs and fuel prices. As FuelCell
Energy is the expert with its technology, PPL choose to contract operation and
maintenance services to FuelCell Energy. The contract was a comprehensive service
policy for a fiXed annual price of $27,000 for the first year. The fIrst year of operation
was also covered by FuelCell Energy's one-year standard warranty.

The significant cost factor that caused a lack of savings in the first year of operation was
the dramatic increase in natural gas prices. Natural gas climbed from about $6 per
mmBtu to over $10 per mmBtu since 2002, a 67% increase. At the same time electric
prices in New Jersey also increased from an average of8 cents per kWh to 10 cents per
kWh, a 25% increase. The higher increase in gas prices has suppressed the potential
savings of the fuel cell in the first year. Gas prices have continued to rise recently while
electric prices have leveled off which continues to reduce any near term savings potential
of the fuel cell.

The chart below displays the fuel cell total operating cost (including fuel) compared to
the local electric utility price. The results show a net loss of $3,036 by operating the fuel
cell compared to the local electric utility.
Table 4 - Fuel Cell Operating Costs

Of note is the addition of thermal recovery system in May of 2004. The heat exchanger
was installed with the fuel cell in 2003 but was unable to operate due to a missing part.
The heat exchanger was fmally fIXed and made operational in May 2004. The first month
of operation of the heat exchanger netted 87,500 rnrnBtu delivered to the hotels hot water
storage system which saved the hotel $913 by displacing the purchase of natural gas.
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Cost & Savings

$
$
$
$

Fuel Cost
Operations Cost
Power Savings
Thermal Savings
Result

104,908}
(27,348)
129,505

913

Note: Power savings represents the total kWh supplied by the fuel cell (1,370,658 kWh) multiplied by the
average annual local electric utility price ($.094/kWh) as shown in Table 4. Thermal savings represents the
fuel cell net thermal delivered (87,566 BTU) as shown in Table 7 multiplied by the hotel's cost for natural

gas ($1 0.42/MMBTU).

The installed cost of the 250 k W fuel cell was $1.46 million. The fuel cell power plant
cost about $1 million. The remainder of the installation cost was comprised of the heat
exchanger, heat piping, electric conduits and wiring, a new main service breaker,
foundation, tree removal and restoration, site restoration, engineering, labor and other
items.

Installed cost

$
$

,016,750
450,000

Fuel cell plant cost
Installation cost
Total investment $ 1,466,750

Site Parameters Before and Durin!! Fuel Cell Operation

The Sheraton Edison Hotel is located in a business park near several major interstates
traversing through New Jersey. The hotel has 274 guestrooms, a restaurant, indoor pool,
fitness room, conference rooms and other large open spaces. The hotel's utility plant is
comprised of an electric boiler with a water loop to the in-room heat pumps and several
smaller boilers for the domestic hot water and pool heating system. The hotel and its
parent, Starwood, was focused on economics and cost control as its guests demand
excellent service at a reasonable price. Energy efficient lighting, increased insulation, in-
room occupancy monitoring and other efficiency measures were already in place at the
hotel in 2002.
The chart below shows the montWy energy use of the hotel prior to the installation of the
fuel cell.
Table 5 - Hotel Site Parameters Be:fore Fuel Cell Installation
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The 250 kW fuel cell generated 1.37 million kWh during its first year that was a direct
decrease to the utility power that had to be purchased. The chart below shows the hotel
kWh decreasing from four million to three million after the installation of the unit. Of
note is the increase in gas use and increase in peak demands at the hotel after the fuel cell
was installed. The fuel cell was installed with a separate gas utility meter as PPL owns
and operates the fuel cell independently from the hotel. A main reason for the gas and
electric demand increased in 2003 was the dramatic extremes in summer and especially
winter temperatures from a moderate 2002. Other reasons for the increase in overall
energy use were the discontinuation of ozone treatment in the laundry and the addition of
new rooftop cooling equipment at the hotel.
Table 6 - Hotel Site Parameters During Fuel Cell Operation

The overall efficiency of the fuel cell has ranged from 41% to 52%. Efficiency is the
measure of the conversion of fuel into usable energy. The first 11 months of operation of
this unit reflected the conversion of fuel into electricity only. Only during the last month,
May of 2004, was the heat exchanger started up resulting in a minimal amount of thermal
energy being captured. An electric efficiency averaging 45% is exceptionally high for a
distributed generation unit. This reflects a heat rate of 7,500 Btu/kWh. Most
technologies such as reciprocating engines and microturbines have efficiencies ranging
from 25% to 35% and heat rates of 10,000 to 12,000 Btu/kWh.
Table 7 - Fuel Cell Efficiency Measures
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Certification of Comoletion of Activitv

This report is written to summarize and certify that all activities depicted occurred during
the first full year of operation of the 250 kW fuel cell at the Sheraton Edison Hotel in
New Jersey.

Picture
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Conclusion:
As with all deployments of emerging technologies in commercial settings, there

was a confluence of several favorable factors that drew the parties together and
influenced key decisions favorably:

Starwood Hotels proactively sought out the project to implement its energy and
environmental goals

PPL EnergyPlus created a proposal designed to meet Starwood's needs and
possessed the corporate scale and technical competence to manage the project

.

.

.

.

FuelCeli Energy produced a technology and communicated a message that
convinced Starwood to support the DFC@300 fuel cell, and the company
continues to be an active project participant to ensure successful integration and
operation of the fuel cell.

The State of New Jersey offered financial reimbursements for fuel cells that made
the project commercially attractive.

PSE&G, as a participant in the state program that awarded the funding
reimbursement to the project, conducted a successful interconnection process and
did not have a potentially problematic standby rate that might have adversely
affected project economics

NUI- E/izabethtown Gas, also a participant in the state program that provided
financial reimbursement for the project, provided and paid for a separate gas
supply connection as a standard business decision

.

The local political and regulatory community considered the project favorably
and offered assistance as needed

.

Technical lessons learned include:

. Recognize and exploit important opportunities to develop and implement project cost
reduction techniques. On this project, for example, PPL built multiple heat exchange
units off-site to accommodate the entire thermal load and delivered and installed the
skid as one assembly in the hotel boiler room.

. Recognize the difference between the requirements and conditions at different
installation site that can help identify problems and potential unintended
consequences. PPL benefited from this as they are installing three fuel cell projects at
different sites in Starwoods system.

. Assemble and develop core teams of fuel cell engineering and installation specialists
to work on these projects. This concept was used successfully on this project.

Capture technical lessons learned after each project in a manual. On this project it
was written by FCE with important participation ofPPL.
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Dimensions
Height: 10.5'

Width: 9.0'

Length: 28.0'

Plant Specifications

Emissions
Mox: < 0.3 ppmv

Sox: <0.01 ppmv

co: <10 ppmv

YOC: <10 ppmv

Available Heat
Exhaust Temperature: ~6S0o F

Exhaust Flowrate: 3,000 Ibs/hr

Exhaust Heat Available: 300,000

Btu/hr

Features / Benefits
250 kW net

Ultra clean energy

480 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz

Efficient

By-product heat availability

Easily sited

Modular and scalable

Quiet Operation

Internal fuel reforming

High-quality power

Few moving parts

Small package

Fuel-flexible
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Efficiency (LHV)

Heat Rate

250 kW

47 percent

7,260 Btu/kWh



Appendix
The hourly data for the flfSt year of operation can be found on the following

pages.
The column headings and their meaning is listed below

Column Heading Explanation

Self explanatory

Gross power output in kW from inverter

Load in kW of the balance of plant

Net output in kW of Gross Power less Load

Gas flow into fuel cell in scfm

Water flow into fuel cell

Total heat captured from fuel cell in BTUs

Timestamp
Gross Generation
BOP6,
PCUACKW

BOP load
BOP6.BOPKW

Net Output
BOP6. TBKW

Gas Flow (scfm)
BOP6.FC 02l7PV

Wtr Ctrl PV
BOP6.FC 023lPV

Totalized Heat
(BTU)
BOP6.HRU BTU- -
Total
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